
B
eef cattle have been eaten by the people of east

Africa for millennia. Introduced to Europe by the

Romans, they are sacred in India and are one the

least efficient farmed animals. In North American culture,

beef is ubiquitous, masculine and iconic. Why? 

After the enclosure of common farmland in England in

the 17th Century, beef and dairy cattle gradually replaced

sheep and as income increased for the average yeoman,

his diet changed from mutton to beef and his coat from

wool to leather. By the 18th Century, beef, roasted and

otherwise, became a British staple and this taste for red

meat was carried over to the new world where the great

open spaces allowed for extensive grazing and unlimited

hunting, such that beef became the adopted mainstays of

American culinary culture. Though, throughout the 19th

Century more people in the USA still ate pork because pigs

were easier to raise on the family homestead. 

Ranchers by contrast could raise steers by the thousand

on the open plains but then had to walk (drive) them

hundreds of miles to market. The railroads changed all

that. By 1920 more people were eating beef than pork

because cattle raised in Texas could be transported alive to

Chicago and New York faster and easier than small

landowners could walk their hogs. 

Beef could also be dried and salted making it a fit staple

for long distance travel overland or overseas. In Europe,

dried and salted (corned) beef was usually chopped into

small pieces, soaked and stewed, or reconstituted into

‘steaks’ such as Swiss steak, Salisbury steak and Hamburg

steak. By 1802 ‘Hamburg steak’ was available in the

markets of New York and appeared on restaurant menus in

1826—or so the legend goes. 

In 1829 the first patent was issued for a mechanical

meat-chopper, and in 1845 another patent claimed to

render the toughest meat palatable by grinding it. In 1874

Hamburg beefsteak sold for the same price as pork and

mutton and at the 1904 St Louis World Fair, hamburger

steaks with fried onions satiated hungry visitors. 

The first hamburger restaurant called White Castle

opened in Wichita, Kansas in 1921 and is credited with

introducing the cheese topping. In 1947, the American

writer Thomas Wolfe referred to a common cafe scene

where the ‘male smell of boiling coffee, frying eggs and

onions, and sizzling hamburgers’ greeted customers at the

door.  

When egalitarian American fashions became a cultural

export in the 1950s, blue jeans, rock music and

hamburgers made their way into Europe adopted by a

new affluent post-war generation. And when a French

fashion designer chose McDonalds to cater to his Paris

show, the chic appeal of American junk food became

mainstream for those aspiring to an American lifestyle. 

In 1987 when the Victoria & Albert Museum in London

held a show where each exhibit was chosen to represent a

national culture, the USA was represented by the

hamburger, described as ‘mass-produced, cheap, efficient,

but essentially juvenile.’ Americans eat most of their beef

as hamburger consuming an average of three burgers per

person per week. 

The reasons that hamburger has become so ubiquitous

are political and corporate; it was a decision made by the

powerful. Thou shalt eat beef—because, we can make

more profit. The corporate barons could have chosen sea

urchins, but they didn’t, at least not yet. Beef is both
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masculine and juvenile for more complex reasons. Beef,

unlike pork, chicken and fish, is quintessentially red

meat. It looks like something freshly killed and appeals

to that part of psyche that likes to thinks of itself as

strong and primitive. And, the BBQ is one of the few

masculine activities associated with cooking, at least in

the US of A. The ‘man of the house’ is master of the

back-yard grill, leaving the potatoes, salad, dessert (and

the dishes) to the gentle lady. 

Cooked beef and hamburger in particular, have an

incredibly complex flavour appeal. Raw meat of any

sort is pink and has very little flavour. Cooked meat is

brown with a kaleidescope of aromas and flavours

because when it is cooked over high heat such as a grill

or a frying pan, the amino acids in the surface proteins

react with the sugars (glucose) and fats in the blood

(and the sauce) to create a complex of aromatic

compounds called Maillard reactions, named after the

French chemist who discovered the process in 1912.

Maillard reactions cannot take place in, or under,

water. 

Similar compounds are formed on bread crusts,
beer, chocolate and coffee during roasting. The
resulting compounds are highly aromatic and distantly
related to other naturally occurring organic compounds
found in fruit, smoke and composting earth. In other
words they are primitive. In their short life as cooking
products they are also an acquired taste, as are the
flavours of beer and coffee. 

The V&A Museum’s comment that the taste was
‘juvenile’ referred to among other things, the
application of tomato ketchup that is spread onto most
hamburgers: ketchup consisting of 20-25% pure sugar! 

The collagen sheathing that surrounds the muscle
fibres of red meat break down at 80ºC so beef should
always be cooked quickly and over high heat to avoid
becoming tough, hence the grill. (Fish do not have
collagen covering their muscles.) 

This also means that the outer layer is sealed and
dried by the cooking process and in turn that implies
that cooked meats taste better if they are allowed to rest
for several minutes before consumption, to allow the
juices sealed in the meat to osmotically migrate toward
the dried surface. 

As chef John McDoual noted sixty years ago: a good
piece of beef does not require marinating or beating (or
mincing). If it is tough, pot-roast it slowly, then beat
your butcher. 0
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